
A step-down SMPS (switched-
mode power supply) efficiently

converts unregulated power to a regu-
lated output voltage. However, un-
wanted switching-induced ripple and
input transients may appear on the out-
put. Applying noisy power to an RF
power amplifier can inject spurious sig-
nals or modulated noise into the broad-
cast spectrum. Analog- and RF-system
engineers favor traditional low-noise
power-supply designs that comprise a
transformer, rectifier, and filter followed
by a linear voltage regulator. A low-
dropout linear regulator’s low output
noise and high PSRR (power-supply
rejection ratio) ensure clean power that
imposes no interference on a power
amplifier’s output.

Unfortunately, a transformer-and-

rectifier power supply delivers a fluctu-
ating output voltage that depends on its
input voltage. As the difference be-
tween its input and output voltage
increases, a low-dropout regulator’s effi-
ciency decreases, and its power dissi-
pation increases. To remain in regula-
tion at low ac-line voltages, even a low-
dropout regulator requires a certain
amount of head-room input-to-output
voltage.

To overcome the disadvantages in-
herent in both circuits, you can use an
SMPS to maintain high efficiency and
a low-dropout regulator to reduce the
output noise and ripple voltage of the
SMPS. Setting the output voltage of
the SMPS slightly higher than the low-
dropout regulator’s minimum dropout
voltage reduces the regulator’s power

dissipation, accommodates the voltage
margin you need for good switching-
noise rejection, and maintains high effi-
ciency. The regulators’ PSRRs add, and
the combined circuits’ PSRR exceeds
that of either the regulator or the
SMPS alone.

Figure 1 shows a cascade circuit com-
prising an SMPS followed by a linear
regulator. This circuit’s output voltage
ranges from 1.5 to 5V at an output cur-
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Figure 1 Connected in cascade, a low-dropout linear regulator and a switched-mode power supply improve output-volt-
age ripple and maintain overall efficiency. (Note: In IC1’s part designation, “XX” represents the regulator’s output voltage.)
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Temperature sensors must some-
times operate at locations whose

return potentials differ considerably
from that of the data-acquisition sys-
tem’s common—that is, equipoten-
tial—ground. In consequence, the tem-
perature sensor’s support circuitry must
provide galvanic isolation between the
sensor and its data-acquisition system.

Also, the data-acquisition system sel-
dom provides an isolated source of
power for the sensor. The circuit in Fig-
ure 1 solves both problems by isolating
the sensor’s signal and power supply.

The complementary, fixed-frequency
square-wave outputs of a power-trans-
former driver—IC1, a Maxim (www.
maxim-ic.com) MAX845—drive a Halo

Electronics (www.haloelectronics.com)
TGM-010P3 1-to-1-to-1 transformer
with dual primary windings and a sin-
gle untapped secondary winding (Ref-
erence 1). The secondary winding
feeds a Graetz-bridge rectifier that gen-
erates approximately 4.5V to power
IC2, a Maxim MAX6576 sensor. Com-
bining a temperature sensor, signal-pro-
cessing electronics, and an easy-to-use
digital-I/O interface in a low-cost pack-
age, the MAX6576 draws little current
from a single supply source and main-
tains its specified accuracy over a 3 to
5V supply-voltage range.

rent as high as 400 mA. Although a
fixed 6V supply powers the cascaded cir-
cuit, its design accommodates any input
voltage at least 0.5V higher than the
cascaded pair’s desired output voltage.

Adjusting the reference voltage,
VSET, over 0 to 1.105V linearly varies
the circuit’s output voltage. Resistors R1
and R2 and reference voltage VSET
determine the low-dropout regulator’s
output voltage and thus the cascaded
pair’s output voltage. Resistors RT, RB,
R3, and R4 divide VSET to maintain the
SMPS’ output voltage, VPS, at a con-
stant 0.2V higher than the regulator’s
output voltage, reducing the regulator’s
power dissipation to 80 mW at full out-
put current and any output voltage.

At its maximum output current of
400 mA, the cascaded supply reaches
a maximum efficiency of 89% with a
6V input and a 4.69V output (Figure
2). The overall efficiency decreases as
the output voltage decreases. Figure 3
compares the PSRRs of the SMPS
alone and of the SMPS cascaded with
the regulator, which improves PSRR by
46 dB at 500 Hz—essentially that of the
regulator alone at 500 Hz.

Over a frequency range of 100 Hz to
100 kHz, the low-dropout regulator
improves PSRR by at least 25 dB (Fig-
ure 3). Circuit-layout and -measure-
ment techniques compound the diffi-

culty of making accurate small-signal
measurements, and the graph’s PSRR
values may not appear additive. The lin-
ear regulator governs the circuit’s
switched-load transient response,

which may represent an improvement
over the response of the SMPS. How-
ever, the cascade circuit’s low output
ripple and high efficiency make the cir-
cuit well worth investigation.EDN
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Figure 2 The regulator cascade’s combined efficiency improves as the
unregulated output voltage increases.
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Figure 3 The power-supply rejection ratio improves significantly (blue trace)
when you cascade switched-mode (yellow trace) and linear (red trace) volt-
age regulators.
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